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FARTIi'S GRAVITY 1 : 11 -1 1> MAPPING
REQUIRI MhNTS AND CONCEPT
F. O. Vonhun and W. D. Kahn
A BST R ACT
Tlie objective of this paper is to discuss a future sensor (gradiometer) for mapping the c;utli's
gravity field to inert future scientific and practical requirements for carth and oceanic dynamics.
Iliese are approximately t0.I to 10 nipl over a block size of about 50 km and over land and an
ocean geoid to I to 2 cm over a distance of about 50 km.
Fo achieve these values requires a gravity gradiometer with a sensitnity ol' approximately 10-4
FU in a circular polar orbiting spacecraft with an orbital altitude ranging 160l kn ► to 180 kill.
I ARTIFS GRAVITY FIFLD MAPPING
RFQUIRFMENTS AND CONCH-I
INT Rt ► I>(t(TION: GRAVITY ANOMALY RFQUIRI.MFNTS
lbe observation of spacecraft orbits started a revolution in the determination of the "shape"
of our planet. 1 Ref. 11. As tittle has progressed, so have the demands for gravity information. Spac••-
craft orbital perturbation an .vses were and still are the principal means for deriving the earth gravity
field. 'Ilne hest gravity field model published in the open literature to date may be the GFN IOB
t Ref. 21, a field with a block size resolution of about 550 kill W x 5° 1 and an error of about 10
nngal on the average.
It is well kiiown that the earth's gravity field is a result of the distribution of its mass and thus
is the fundamental hase needed to construct an accurate geoid. The latter in turn is the ,ready state
surface of the ocean if them were no tides, currents, wind pile-ups and atmospheric pressure changes. 	 j
On the other hand, it is these changes which call 	 us about the ocean currents if a reference surface
1 geoid) is known to ail 	 of I to '_ cnn and a spatial resolution of approximately 50 kill and
larger ( Ref. 3). It is this small resolution which dictates a new approach to the determination of the
gravity tietd.
At present the hest approach to increasing our knowledge of the earth's gravity field is the use
of Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking t SST), which was started at Goddard Space Flight ('enter (GSFC)
during the late 1960's. These techniques demonstrated experimentally with ATS-6 and Nimbus E,
with ATS-6 and GEOS-3 (Ref. 41, and finally with ATS-6 and Apollo-Soyuz (Ref. 5) which can be
considered the first demonstration of a low-flying type gravity satellite mission. This effort has now
culminated in GRAVSAT-A ( Ref. 3 and 6), a possible 1983 new program start candidate as an Appli-
cations Spacecraft essential for future studies of the dynamics of the solid earth anti the oceans.
-.r
1'he scientific requiren ► t,nt, lOr future sU ►dies ul' earth mid ocean IN nantks can be summarized
as follow, 1 Rel'. 31:
• Solid l'arnll I'll ^sncs: i0.I to 1.0 mgal; SO to GO Ln ► resolutian
• Ocean Circulation: ! I to ' rm: 50 to h0 Lin resolution
('hest, requirement ,. , .u ► be c(n ► pared with .)ur present Lnom ledge
• Solid Faith I'hNws: 10 mgal; S(H) Lin ic%olulion.
• Ocean ('irculation: 200 cm geoid: 500 Lin resolution.
• 1 trial Oscan areas: 20 n ► gal, 100 Ln ► resolution.
SO cm. 100 Lin resolution.
MISSION 01311 CTIVFS
'Il ► e objectives of the GRAVSAT-A mission to satisfy the above requirements ran now he stated
as li ►Ilt)ws:
c Provide an accurate gravity field to stud y the structure of the crust and upper mantle of lilt,
earth.
• Provide an accurate global geoid to he used a, the reterem.e surface for studies of ocean
currents.
CONCU'l' I
Sensor Systems
As has been n ► t,nhoned. the use of SST will Kermit resolution of gravity field anomalies with an
accuracy of about ! I mgal for each I° x I° area of the globe, the present goal and capability I'm
GKAVSAT-A (however, this seems to be the limit of the SST technique as shown hchiw.
11' anomal%- resolution is It) he universal for a block size of approximately SO x 50 Ln ► another
sensor" must he developed and used. A gravity gradionicter with a sensilnity of 10-4 IT ran
achieve these n ► ore s:ringenl requirements.
In the tollowmg. the relatiunshul l between the two possible -%ensom - for mapping the grave)
field, i.e., SST and a gradiumeter ( Refs, 7, I?) is shown. I1 ► e reason for considering the gradion ►eter
is that it can resolve the short wa%clength components of the earth's gravity field up to degree and
order 400.
In under to estimate and compare the expected "Signals," we shall analyie their respective pourer
spectra ( Rel's. 7, 8. 9). The earth's gravity potential is given by (e.g. Rel. 1))
r	 %l x'11
	
/ \`
V = ► 	 I +L	 I r 
J 
P^ ^n tsinQl^(' ,` m ecnml^ + SVill sinm^l.	 (1)
u \
where
r is the geocentric satellite distance•
m is the %ub-satellite geocentric latitude.
X is the sub-satellite east longitude.
a i% the mean radius of the earth,
1 ► ,,, (sinQ) me me fully normalised associated Legendre polynomials of degree V and order n ► , and
Cvn ► , Sk ,,, .ire the fully normahied grawational coefficients.
These power spectra will now be derived for the SST and the gradiometer systems.
Satellite-to-Satellite Tracking System (SST)
The SST system measures the range rate between two spacecraft i Ref. 6) resulting from the
difference of gravity acting upon the two spacecraft. The total energy of a spacecraft in orbit is
given by:
E=V2niv2 +T	 (2)
where v is its speed of the spacecraft, m its mass and T is the disturbing potential of the earth. The
variation of T is then
ST = -vbv.	 (3)
3
From equation t I 1 without the:ential force terns, together with equation 131 we obtain
	
N k	 k
ab y = v ^^ — 1' ► n^IslnQ)(t` rm :t>,m^ + S ► mwtnl^l
r
It- 2 m-U
the velocity power ak• :simn of b y
 is now obtained by squaring equation (4) and Integrating over
the unit sphere
(	 l
,^	 c
V` (bv) 
= v^ \ ^ /
	
1(' ► m + Svm 1 I:nl/f 11.
m=0
where Kasha's rule ( Ref. 10), the summation term can be replaced with
I^Q+ill	 .
\ Q=
I he uluare root of the power spectrum. that is the expected velocity signal for each wave number
reads:
	
S I I bv ► 	 ((; %1` r a ) (-Q + 1)", 102
1 +h	 `.1+It	 l
%here
Ii	 spacecraft orbital height,
.I	 mean radius of the earth (i.e. nearly circular orbit, ire assumed for the missions
discussed), and
GM = gravitational p.1rameter of the earth.
introducing GM .- 4 X IWit : m 3 . 1 s 2 , assuming Q > 40, and convertinf. to pnt/s results in:
a	 'I
S 9 Ov) = 2.82 X 10' (a + h)_'. (Q)-3R INm/s)(—,,+h
for a and It expressed In : m.
These spectral values are described tit 	 detail and compared with experimental data it, the
nest section.
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COMPARISON w'ITN TlIF APOLLO SOYUZ FXPI KIMhNT
ti.ilrllitr to Salrllitr Range Kate Signals
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	 As was %I.-;ed earlier, an actual c atelPte-t("atellite tracking (SST) experiment I Ref. i) has
demonstrated that the recovery cif gravity anomalies is feasible. In the later Apollo expenment the
measurement noise of the ATS-6 to Apollo link thigh-low concept) w. ► % detrrrnmed to he about 300
pin/s. 'the ne , t step is to relate this experimental value of 100 jum/s to the value predicted by equa-
tion (h). 'Mat  is. for the Apollo orbital altitudr of 230 kin and a 550-kin hurinmtal resolution
(Q - 36), the signal amounts to
: 
	 a
v(av) = I I
 Q378)16
308 	 (z O4 - 140 µin/s.
	 (8)
This, however, represents a global value. Since the expenment was conducted over a kwal region, a
gravit> %ignal increase was to he expected.
Gravity Anomaly Uncertainties
One of the important quantities to he estimated for SST techniques is the uncertainty attnhut-
able to the technique as was discussed before. A theoretical estimate of the errors in terms of the
recovered gravity anomalies can only he obtained by simulation studies which are tit 	 tedious
and costly. Ilowever. if e\penmental values are available, simple scaling of these values can he applied
for error estimation. In this case, the Apollo-So) ut errors \4 III he used. In order to obtain the scaling
law, we must express the gravity anomalies tit 	 of the disturbing potential T 1 Ref. 9). that i%
	
aT	 (9)
	
3r	 r
In spherical harmonics, equation ( Q ) reads as follows:
► •N m•cCm
hg 	 L	 IQ - I 1 I r	 1' , M (sinl©I - (C k M co%IIlx + S k nisinnrx)r-	 \ r /1 = n
An estimation of this increase (noise decrease) is obtained by adjusting the global value, i.e., by multi-
plying the signal by the ratio of the global surface area to the local expernnant area. This problem is
tr-ated Ili detail by U. 11. 6aposclrl,in i Ref. 12l. I-or the Apollo experunent this value is about ?
1 Ref. 51.
All Ill
	 this process to equation 1 K1 yields a signal of about 320 Nni s. Assuming I'llt ther that
there were an average two crom-avers per 5 x 5' block and that the signal is noise limited, the signal
I% a t'actor of `'-' larger, that is 43 rD µm.	 It is assumed that the signal used in the computation is a
composite, in the least-SIIU:::: sense, of all the signals detected over the experimental area. Since the
predicted sm0e spectral signal is about 140 pm s and the -useful" signal was about 450 pm. the cony
puted signal-too-noise ratio was found to he about ?, making a gravity estimation possible. Vie anal-
ogous expression to equati mis (4) and (5) fur the power spectral value of Sg is
2 ► 	 k\
	
N,I6g)_
r(; ^11 11t -II I ^r	 ((km+Scni).	 ill ►
m=0
Simplifying equation 1 I I t by assuming Q» I and replacing the sum of the normalized coefficients
of the harmom% expression by Kaula's 'ule ( Ref. 10) one obtains the gravity anomaly signal
S^ Ibgl =
	
G nl
	
\
	
 a J+ It	
x 10-5 cm/s-.	 1 I ^)
1a+1^ 2Oil\ 
Using equation 1 12), one can now form the needed ratios representing the desired scaling law:
S I bg , ► 	 a+1tt 	 a	 -`t	 a	 e2	 ti t 'h
S; t (bg t )
	
ra+l'-	
^,	 Ca +It	 (a+h,)	 N,	 (13)
6
K
where subm tiht. I and : iefer to Apollo and t ora y sat respectively,
h 1
	
210 X 10 5 c111,
It, = 160 X 10 -5 cm.
CI = 36, corresponding to a (550 X 5S0) kin , block siic,
V, _ _ X I . corresponding to a ( 100 X 100) km = block si/e.
Vk t Ibg l ) = 10 mgal ( K.M.S. associated with recovered ( 550) 2 km 2 anomalies from Apollo
based on comparison with G11- %I IOB,
Vk 2 1 b g,) predicted rms for Gra ysat ( 100 X I M)kni - anomaly,
N I = number of orbit revolutions available for Apollo derived anoinalief % N I = 2),
N, = number of orbit revolutions expertrd for (;ra ysat derived anomalies (N 2 = 46),
a = mean earth radius ;6.4 x 10 8
 cnt) and
GM - 4 x 10 20 cm;/sec'.
we now form the ratio of equation (h) to Equation ( 12)
	Vk(bv)
	 I0(a + 012 Nm /s/mgal	 414)
	
^k(bg)	 IG110^=Q
Comhnung (1 3) and (14) then yields
	
10(a +h,0 /2 a + Il l	CI t/2	
_k I	
a	
k 2 NI 1/2
sk:(6V2)=	 C,	 a+ii	 Ca +h,/	 N,	
Skt(bgI). (15)
(GM) I/`, e,	 a + It,	 )
Using the values specified above in equation ( 15). one obtains an estimate of the precision re-
quired tier the (traysat-A sensor, that is
Sk2(6v,)=0.9µm/s.
This value agrees quite well with the precision specified for Gra ysat-A, I µni /s I Ref. 3).
From equation ( 15) it can be seen that only a moder to improvement or reduction of error in
bg can he obtained by lowering. the Gra ysat altitude h, (N, is increased correspondingly). For
example, levering the orbital altitude front 	 km to 150 kin changes the required sensitivity by
only a factor of 1.4; but such a step introduces serious engineering problems (more fuel, tighter
control, thermal problems, etc.).
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GRADIOMF71 k SYSTI-M
Using an al ► proach muuilar to that umcd for s:rtrllilr•Irr+;rtrllitr tracking (SST) we can obiam
spectrum for the gr: ► vity gradient sensed by a miller cooled gradiomcter system as follows: file
second derivative of the disturbing potential 1 with respect to the radius, 3 2 T/ar e , is the radial com-
ponent ol' the gravity field tcnsor. This coml ►ortenl is the largest in magnitude of the iiu ► e compo-
nentm of the gravity tenv ►r. Forming the ratio of the radial to the along-track and crosstrack
component%of' the field tensor one obtains (Rcf. 7).
V?	 1 grad) V ;	 1 grad 1
fd,► 	 =	 IAa 4.	 117x1
(grad)	 Igradl
^^Y	 ^ dtUOK
the other ratios, involm uig the cross-component. ale very much v ►► aller. Fit us the spectrum of the
main component is used here for estimating the e\l ►ected signal file the gravity gradion ► eter.
Die radial coml ►onenl „t the gravity field tensor is
M
)r	 (r 	
LI'^m lsrn,^l i (
	
cusn ► ^ +
 
c•: 
he lower spectrum by degree V is given by the square of the mum over A t the fn's, that is
^ ' ^Igrad) = ((—M	 (fi +I)'ll'+2)_ ( r\: ► (C`m +S^ m ).	 11111C r , )	 \ /I
For f '40, the signal in simplified form is:
(	 l'	 t! s^cnS ^Igradl = (^ X 10 u ► ► '^	 (^!^1	 a
►
 \	
/ (Q1tn	 (183)la+L)- a+h	 :m
Introducing the value for GM, we obtain the "signal" by degree in terms of FU
5.64 X 10:4	 a
S (grad) =	
/ (C
	 1.. rJ),
	
119)
`	 la+h)3	 a+h
( 1 1:U = 10_9 cm /s2 /cm).
I
S^Ibv)36(11 X 1()•) (71  +
a
h
)ar117Nm/s ('0a )
-real valor% of the v%pectrd siltnals one obtains front
	
and ( IKa)
and
K	 a 1°•^
S(glad) = (: X I II" ),' ( ,^+ h) C, ♦ 1, ! 	 IQ1`' N U
%here
a = the near, radius of the earth, 4 X 10 1 km
It = the orbital height of the spacecraft, I60 kin and 180 km.
g = acceleration of gravity, 491 cnt/s •', and
( .'0h I
V = the degree of the spherical harmonic r\l ►an.ion of the earth gravity fiell
As -'an be seen, the gravity (4, -d atk'mlatlon (actor la /a + h)t is the same in each Case the
quantity Wa•h I t fur It 	 a, as is alwayF the case for gravity type nussums, is nral unity (0.45 ) µ l ►at
is interesting. however, is that the resolution t' (degree of the harmonic expansion) has a drastically
different effect on the ewrcied "gravity signals" in favor of the gradiometer for Q '> 150 In terns
of block size h: where
'era	 20,01 10h =	 =	 km .;Q	 Q
Figures I and 2 depict the expected gravity spectral signals as sensed by the SST and gravity
gradient sensors for orbital altitudes of 160 and 180 km respectively. A relationship can be obtained
front forming the square rout of the ratio of equations 151 and (18) that is
a	 `i	 sjv2 Q	 k /S, (bv)=(a+h)iI2(^M la + hi	 lgradl 1'1
	
 ^'a+h 	 \a+ 	 I,S/ 	  
	
2	 \ I
Assuming It = It and V I = Q, equation ( 21 ) reads
S t (bv) cm •	 \
^ (,i + 
105	 1 I,) ti (grad) Icm/s2/cmlGm^`
4
c
Introducing Nm /s and I U. one obta)n%
S
S^tb^)Ntn,• ti ` Igradl la ♦11)3/2 	 10- 	 flat
Q• ) I
I-or h = Im) kin and i - 2M.
	
S,(6v1Nm1%w 137 S,(gradl I:U.	 12111)
(Mc uiit /s thu%. ortespond, toabotIt 7.10' 1 1 U,
In order to make a meaningful a%%c%.nwnt of the above %pectral signals the w, vc number spectrum
is integrated fur different intervals of degree ['.
Iles provides a n)easure of the modelled mgnai alwve a certain degree. Integrating I-quations
:Oa and 2011 yield%
, •S%I 10"- J	 StIbvldlYt
For the SST concept and
V,
S, t	 (grad) ='	 S, (grad) dQ	 122111
for the gradion ►eter apparent.
	
Tahlc% I & 2 show the sign.il  .arength for selected intervals of' 	 V.
Table I
SS I Wave Number S)e tram
It (kill I Qt Q, SY 1 ^, ^(bv) N I11	 see'
1 60 ?6- — 100 ?.6 x 101
100 180 :•3 x	 102
180 360 16.4 x 100
360 1 OM 7.5 x	 10-2
----	 180 36 -- -- 100 3.1 x	 103
100 280 1.6 x	 10=
180 360 8.6 x 100
360 1000 2.3 x 1 o-=
10
fable
(,radiomete ► %.,%c Number Spectrum
hl km) F1
3h	 -
Q.
,
X00
Si, I, ► igrid) IV
160 2.05
1(x) I t,0 0.67
1 110 360 0.14
31,0 1000 2 X 10-3
180 36 1(x) 1.69
100 190 O 4S
190 3110 0.0,1
300 1	 1000 h X 10-4
Pie values tabulated show that Comparatively large signals exist coml ►ared to file systems men-
tioned above (i.e.. I pin .. 10 -4 I^U).
I or in.t.m:e for 190 < e < 30 the signal is about I h pm / s and 1400 x 10 -4 I • ll for orbital
height of 100 kill.
11iis demonstrates that the high frequency components of the gravity field exhibit a signal to
noise ratio of 14 to I and 14(x) to I respectively. llus underscores the Lower of a gradiometer type
space mission.
As can he seen from Figures I and _', and Tables I and `. a gradiometer with a sensitivity of
1(1 .4
 1 V ^-an achieve a resolution of around 50 to 60 kin.
Such a system is in the development stage under a NASA grant at the University of Maryland
(Figure 3). Figures 4 and S are extensions of Figures I and `. respectively. 1liese show clearly the
resolution limits of both spaceborne systems even if the systems' sensitivities are improved by several
orders of magnitude; the last number representing the ultimate limit for a supercooled ( 4°h) gradiom-
eter sensor according to Ur. Palk ( Ref. I I ).
As can he seen a sensitivity chan(!e of the gradiometer of four orders of magnitude 110-4 to
10'7
 FU) results only in a resolution change of a factor of two (from 60 kill to 30 km). This in
MCIIA t- means that .1 gtLdion ► t-ter with a -.ensitivity of, say . 10-4 FU constitutes a practical limit.
Any further unprovement ui the sen.m%ity will produce negligible results as fear as spatial resolution
is concerned.
We next discuss flit- effect of the gradiometer precision on flit, gravity anonuily error. We first
form the ratio of rotation. I 1 fl ► mid 1 I 1 ). that is
SQ0g ► 	 a 
l'
+ l ►
) cn ►^^Igradl 
Den, scaling to IT and iugal yields
/a + Itti o,tt+g ► (III gal) = 10'6 1-^ SkIt.radRt1.
where V is nondnnensional and a and h are in cm. \
1 • yuation ('3) states clearly that an increase in the gradiometer precision does substantially de-
crease the error u ► the estimated gravity field. For example. using gra ►hontrter orbit i ng at It►0 kill.
and a I ° x 1 " gravtt) .uu ►ntaly (e = _(X) 1, one obtains from ( 23)
Sk (bg) ntgal = 3S o. (grad ) I- t'	 (24)
A gradiontc t er with a precision of 10 -4 yields a gravity anc , maly error of 3 x 10"4 n ► gal. 111is
would n ► ean that using such an mirtunent one can resolve gravity field anomalies of * al•out 50 x Sp
kill to less than one µgal. Practically, this value trill probably be less than ont- mgal since computa-
tioo.0 difficulties (high correlation etc.) will certainly arise. Only a successful but computationally
costly simulation will resole this question.
CONCLUSIO"
In sunutar . it can be stated that 71 further improvement in sensitivity and resolution of the
earth gravity field can be reahied using a supercooled gravity gradiometer instead of satellite-to-
satellite tracking system.
I_'
(_'2)
(`3)
'The former sensor provides in situ mea.urements where the latter prn' ides derived field param-
etem A spacehorne polar orbiting gradiometer with a precision of 1l) -4
 IT operating at an altitude
.-)f 1160 kin can map the gravity field to a precision of say less than one mgal and a horizontal resolu-
tion of about SO km. llris further corresponds to a geoid height error to the subrentimeter level.
which in turrl satisfies almost all future ocean dynamics requirements.
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